Your Customers Are Going
Cashless . . . Why Aren’t You?
Cashless Concessions and Ticketing —
Dependable Technology Now Available
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Overview

ntertainment customers are “leaving their cash at home,” and this presents
an increasing challenge to entertainment venues including fairs, festival
events, stadiums, and arenas. As the U.S. continues the transition to a cashless society, entertainment events need to innovate and utilize technology
to respond to changing customer payment preferences. Otherwise, customers may
choose alternative events for their entertainment dollars.
Case Study — Intro

Last year, the Wichita Wingnuts of the
American Association of Independent Professional Baseball created the first 100% cashless
professional sports stadium in the US at their
6,100-seat stadium, Lawrence-Dumont Stadium. Total Venue Control L.L.C. (TVC) implemented the turnkey solution. The result
was increased concession and sponsorship revenues, decreased operating expenses, and an
enhanced fan event experience.
Per capita spending increased over 30% compared to the prior year’s cash only concession
spending.
“We’ve created a new, exciting fan experience at Wingnuts games,” says Josh Robertson,
the Wingnuts’ general manager. “Fans benefit from the speed and convenience of using
either Wingnuts cards or credit cards to purchase concession items. And our sponsors benefit from the increased exposure generated by
the collectible Wingnuts concession card series.”
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Customer Basics

Customers can use Wingnuts concession
cards at every permanent, portable, and mobile concession POS. This includes food, beverage, and merchandise concessions, as well as
event entertainment (e.g. speed pitch). Customers can also use their credit and debit cards
directly at all permanent concession stands,
which includes 19 Points-of-Sale (POS).
Concession cards can be purchased by cash
or by credit card in the stadium from an onsite card sales staff positioned throughout the
stadium concourse and at 3 card sales kiosks
located inside and outside the stadium. Card
sales staff varies from 6-14 people depending
upon the event and the concession setup.
Wingnuts cards can also be purchased with
season tickets and from the team box office.
Unspent card balances can be redeemed for
cash onsite before, during, and after each
event. Cards can also be redeemed through
the mail and unspent card balances can be
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checked on-line through the team’s web site.
Wingnuts concession cards feature the
team’s players, mascots, and logos and are
available in denominations ranging from $5
to $100. In 2009, a new VIP rechargeable
concession card was added for season ticket
holders and other VIPs. The rechargeable card
can be loaded with any value requested by the
cardholder. One Wingnuts VIP loaded $500
on his rechargeable card on several occasions.
The rechargeable card is a first step in implementing a customer loyalty program to reward loyal customers.

System Benefits
(Fan Enhancement,
Financial, Operational)

Cashless concessions decrease time wasted
in crowded concession lines by as much as
30 percent, providing customers more time to
enjoy the event with their families, friends, and
Continued on page 55

The rechargeable card
is a first step in implementing a customer
loyalty program to reward loyal customers.
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clients. Eliminating cash handling between the
customer and the concessionaire saves time.
Since average credit and gift card transactions
are larger than cash transactions, cashless concession revenues increase from both faster and
larger transactions, a win/win for customers,
concessionaires, and the Wingnuts. Children
love the collectible card series. And for corporate customers, the cards add a ‘country club’
atmosphere to client entertainment.
Game Time Food & Beverage Services, the
Wingnuts concessionaire, has seen the financial benefits first hand. According to Brian
Klassman, Game Time’s president, per capita
spending has been over 30 percent higher
than if Game Time had accepted cash alone.
Klassman added that the elimination of cash
handling at concession stands decreases the
time and expense related to counting and reconciling cash as well as the exposure to error
and cash-for-product theft.

$10, $20, $50, etc.) so there are few small
denomination bills or coins to count.

Sponsor Benefits

New sponsorship opportunities are created by the collectible and event-specific concession cards. For 2009, TVC secured a presenting card sponsorship from It Works!, a

health products and services company. Wingnuts concession cardholders received a service
discount when showing It Works! their Wingnuts concession cards. It Works! created a special Web site (www.homerunwraps.com), which
was printed on all 2009 concession cards along
with their logo.
Continued on page 56

System Benefits — Controlling
Your Concessionaire or
Simplifying Self-op Concessions

Concessionaires traditionally handle both
concession product inventory and all cash generated from sales and then self-report sales to
settle with the event. Concessions are one of
the three largest event revenues streams (the
others being ticketing and sponsorship), and
going cashless completely separates the product inventory and cash handling functions. The
result is a concessionaire motivated to record
and report every sale since the concessionaire
is paid on sales recorded on the POS system.
Currently, the common industry practice is for
the concessionaire to report cash received as sales
rather than the cash that should have been received based upon the changes in inventory.
For self-operating concession event properties, going cashless greatly simplifies the concession operation, as there is no cash handling
at concession points of sale. This allows the
concession manager to close operations hours
earlier after an event ends. Cash handling is also
simplified. For example, Lawrence-Dumont
stadium has as many as 55 POS for concession purchases. However, no more than 15
card sellers are needed to service a full stadium. Cash counting is also more efficient as
concession cards are in set denominations (e.g.
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Credit cards can operate offline in a “store and forward”
mode when online authorization is unavailable. Our software has this same capability. Regardless of any technical
problem, we can continue to process payments and sell
concessions to customers.
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Concession cards create an objective way to
measure return on sponsorship and provide
unique activation opportunities. Activation
programs are designed to increase fan awareness of the sponsor’s involvement with the
team and to drive customers to sponsor stores.
For example, in 2008, Papa John’s Pizza provided customers a free medium pizza when
buying a large pizza if fans showed their Wingnuts card at any Wichita-area store. Logos on
the cards can be integrated with other marketing elements such as signage, handouts at the
venue, and PA announcements.

ONE-STOP SHOPPING FOR

Fairs, Festivals and
Community Events
Experienced event planners
◆ Variety Bands
◆ DJs & MCs
◆ Tribute Bands
◆ Sound & Lighting

330-922-8399
Visit us at Booth 1106

Learn more at

TheSummitEntertainment.com
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Technology Overview

Lawrence-Dumont Stadium utilizes a comprehensive WiFi installation and magnetic
stripe concession cards to process all cashless
transactions. Eleven access points are used to
provide overlapping coverage and voice quality WiFi signal strength. Fifty-five POS terminals process concession transactions through
the WiFi network, and the system has capacity for hundreds more.
The WiFi hardware and software was supplied by Trapeze, a Belden company and a
leading provider of WiFi products and services. TVC installed the WiFi hardware and
software and integrated six different technology companies to ensure a dependable solution with several backup systems.
TVC operates the concession payment system directly in Wichita, and we understand
the critical importance of ongoing concession
sales regardless of electrical, Internet or weather interruptions. Our software was customdesigned to address the unique requirements
of concessions at entertainment events. Credit
cards can operate offline in a “store and forward”
mode when online authorization is unavailable. Our software has this same capability.
Regardless of any technical problem, we can
continue to process payments and sell concessions to customers.
New this year, TVC implemented special
software for portable and mobile (a.k.a. hawker) POS. Called TVC’s ‘Festival Software,’ this
new enhancement allows the handheld, wireless POS equipment to display up to 8 menu
items on a bright LED screen for easy ordering and calculates the transaction total for easy
payment processing. This results in no mental
math or calculators for concession cashiers and
the ability to track inventory in real time. According to Wall, this breakthrough software
enhancement will revolutionize the festival
concession operating environment.
TVC’s software is provided through an exclusive licensing agreement with Phoenix Technologies.

Technology Overview —
Alternative Technology

In environments where WiFi solutions are
not viable, concession cards with smart chip
technology can be utilized instead. Smart cards
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store value directly on each concession card.
Concession sales data is exchanged directly from
the concession card to the POS terminal. Concession sales transactions are recorded and stored
directly on each POS terminal and are later
downloaded to prepare a daily event report.
This means no wireless communications and
no technology infrastructure costs.
Chip cards are more expensive than magnetic stripe cards, but this can be offset by the
decreased costs from eliminating the WiFi installation. “Chip cards are the next generation
of payment technology and are already required for all plastic transactions in Europe,”
stated Bob Buchan, SVP of Phoenix Technologies. “Our software has been developed
to use either magnetic stripe or chip cards (or
both). Chip cards provide heightened levels
of security and can be used for ticketing and
loyalty solutions as well.”

System Costs —
Implementation and Operating

TVC offers a “no cost” option where we
receive our revenues by sharing the systemgenerated increases in revenues and decreases
in expenses. As a turnkey solutions integrator,
TVC provides all POS equipment, all other
technology hardware and software, event card
design and production costs, an on-site sales
and customer service staff, an on-site operations and technology manager, onsite cash handling services, gift card and credit card processing, and event reporting and settlement.
TVC’s share of revenues generated is based
upon our investment in the project. For example, if per capita spending goes up from $10
to $15, this represents a $5 increase in per capita spending. Our share of the incremental
spending increase is based upon our investment.
Other revenues streams include card sponsorships and the unspent and un-refunded
card balances after the cards expire. There are
Continued on page 59

The dramatic increase in the popularity of gift cards and
debit cards as well as MasterCard and Visa’s marketing campaigns (“Priceless” and “leave your cash at home”) have influenced the ongoing U.S. transition to a cashless society.
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other options with the event sharing the investment, which decreases our share of systemgenerated revenues.

Conclusion

The dramatic increase in the popularity of
gift cards and debit cards as well as MasterCard and Visa’s marketing campaigns (“Price-

less” and “leave your cash at home”) have
influenced the ongoing U.S. transition to a
cashless society. Limited access to ATM machines at entertainment events and limited or
no use of credit/debit cards at most POS are
leading to increased customer service problems.
Five years ago, cashless smart card-based
events in the U.S. were improbable. Now they
are inevitable. In Malcolm Gladwell’s recent
bestseller The Tipping Point, the author explores how society’s behavior can change dramatically in a short period of time from a
variety of disparate and subtle influences.
Gladwell defines these social upheavals as ‘tipping points. In one cited example, mobile
phones went from luxury to necessity in the
U.S. in 1998, even though they had seen wide-
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spread use in Europe years earlier.
Cashless technology-based payment systems
have reached a similar tipping point. Originally, Lawrence-Dumont stadium had a single ATM machine outside the front gate, and
credit card use at stadium concession points
was not planned. In the first year of cashless
concession operations, TVC processed more
than $500,000 in credit card sales. It is clear
that fans have embraced
the cashless payment system.
◆
Cameron Wall is the chief
executive officer of Total
Venue Control L.L.C.
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